
                         Problem Solving - 4 Digits
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Time Finished:

Solve the following equations using model drawing and algorithm.
Use a separate sheet for the model drawings and algorithm.

1. Mcdonald's prepared 2350 pieces of fried chicken.
They prepared 575 fewer pieces than Jolibee?
a.   How many pieces of chicken did Jollibee prepare?
b.   If Jollibee overfried and burned 89 pieces of chicken,
      how many pieces do they have left?

2. Luisa saved P 5,250.
Martin saved 895 more than Luisa.
a.  How much did Martin save?
b.  How much will Martin have left if he buys a P1,299 Nerf gun?

3. Disneyland sold 5,273 entrance tickets on Wednesday.
They sold 689 fewer tickets on Thursday?
a.  How many tickets did Disneyland sell on Thursday?
b.  Friday sold the most with 1000 more tickets sold
     compared to Wednesday and Thursday combined.
     How many tickets were sold Friday?
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Solve the following equations using model drawing and algorithm.
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1. Mom has a P 10,000 budget for books and school supplies.
P 3,575 was spent on books for Pot.
P 4,250 was spent on gift for Pat.
Mom spent P 1,591 less for school supplies than Pot's books.
How much did Mom spend?
 

2. Jacob's allowance for the day is P 100.  Half of it Jacob spent on his lunch.
He bought a P 35 fruit shake at dismissal. 
How much money does Jacob have left?
 

3. Ateneo has 3,378 students for the grade school and 
1,920 for High School
Xavier has 1,579 fewer students than Ateneo.
How many students does Xavier have?

 

4. Joaquin  has 1345 lego pieces.
He had 486 fewer lego pieces than Gabe.
a.  How many Lego pieces does Joaquin have?
b.  How many Lego pieces do they have altogether?
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